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Progeny Prospect and Gender of the Child: a scan through KP 
Horary 

A relative of mine who was married at the end of 2011 and till date she has no issues. She 
wanted to know in advance astrologically to predict whether she would have any issues and 
determine the sex of the child at birth. Due to her curiosity to know about her child birth, I 
asked her to intimate any horary number between 1 to 249. Accordingly she had told me a 
horary number which is 201, I made the K.P. chart for the said number on dated 26.08.2013 
at 08:52:05 P.M. at Durgapur, West Bengal. 

Details: 

Name of the Querent: Mrs. Sudipta Maharaj  

Horary Number: 201. 

Time of Judgement: 26-08-2013 (Monday), 20:52:5 Hrs. (IST). 

Place of Judgement: Durgapur, (Lat/ Long: 23N29, 87E20) 

Ayanamsa: KPNA 23:57:27 

Moon reveals the nature of query: 

Moon is in the star of Venus and sub of Rahu. Moon is the occupant of 3 owner of 7. Stralord 
Venus is the occupant of 8 (worries/ tension) owner of 4, 5 (Child) and 9 (5th to 5th 
supporting house for child birth). Sublord Rahu is the occupant of 9 and if Rahu occupies in 
Libra sign thus Rahu represents Venus which had already been discussed. Rahu aspect Jupiter 
(Putra Karaka) who was already occupied in 5th house (prime house for child birth) and 
Jupiter aspect 2nd cusp by his 9th aspect. Jupiter also having stellar positional strength i.e. 
untenanted (there is no planet is the stars of Jupiter) and CSL of the houses 4, 5, 6, 11 & 12. 
Thus Moon signifies the relevant houses. Hence query or urge is genuine. 

Important step in Horary:  

Dr. Andrew Dutta has said that if the RP Lagna is between 0 to 5 degrees, the question is 
premature i.e. the event is yet to mature. If the RP Lagna is between 25 to 30 degrees, the 
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event has already happened. In such cases, it is advisable not to proceed with the horary 
analysis. In this case, RP Lagna is 6 degrees. Hence we can proceed the horary analysis. 

Gulberga thoery: 

If sublord of horary number furnished happens to be either Moon starlord or Lagna starlord 
among the Ruling Planets, then query is to be answered in the affirmative, otherwise not.  In 
the case under consideration sublord of horary number is Ketu and Lagna starlord of ruling 
planets is also Ketu . So I told the querent  that answer to her query is affirmative, she would 
not have any fear/ tension and she will be blessed with a child with the grace of God.  

Analysis:  

The Horary chart under discussion belongs to a lady. Hence consideration on 5th cusp is 
necessary. This cusp rules many things and “Progeny” comes under the purview of this cusp. 
This cusp clearly indicates the result of the query. 

According to K.P. the sublord of the 5th cusp should not be retrograde. It should not be 
posited in the constellation of a retrograde planet and lastly the sublord should be a 
signification of either 2nd or 5th or 11th house. These three conditions should be 
simultaneously satisfied for the prospect of child birth. 

Jupiter also should be considered as he is the chief governor for childbirth on the principle 
that his sphere of life is “EXPANSION”. 

In the chart under discussion the 5th cusp falls in Taurus sign, in Mars star and Jupiter sub. 
The sublord Jupiter, the “Puthrakaraka” an occupant of 5th house. No Planets is in Jupiter’s 
star and hence Jupiter (untenanted) is the strong significator of the 5th house and the 
childbirth is promised. 

Now for the benefit of the readers I would conclude as to how I have determine the sex of the 
child. 

Hints:  
Sun, Mars and Jupiter are male planets. Moon, Venus and Rahu are female planets. Mercury, 
Saturn and Ketu are neuter gender. Odd number signs (1,3,5,7,9,11) indicate male and even 
number signs (2,4,6,8,10,12) indicate female. However it is most difficult task to predict 
about the gender of a child. 
 
If 5th cusp joint rulers (Sign lord, Star lord and Sub lord) and their starlord and also sublord 
of the joint rulers are positioned in the majority of male planets (Sun, Mars, Jupiter) and 
posited in Odd/Male signs (Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra, Sagittarius, Aquarius), a chance of 
male child birth is assured. 
 
If 5th cusp joint rulers (Sign lord, Star lord and Sub lord) and their starlord and also sublord 
of the joint rulers are positioned in the majority of female planets (Moon, Venus, Rahu) and 
posited in Even/Female signs (Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn, Pieces), a chance 
of female child birth is assured. 
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Joint Rulers of 5th Cusp (Taurus 26-52-54): Venus (Signlord) - Mars (Starlord) - Jupiter 
(Sublord) 
 
5th cusp signlord Venus (Female Planet) deposited in the constellation of Moon (Female 
Planet). Moon posited in Aries (Odd/ Male sign) and Moon conjoined with Ketu (Neuter 
gender). Both Moon and Ketu are posited in Aries (Odd/ Male sign). Now as Venus is in the 
sub of Mercury, Mercury is also posited in Leo (Odd/ Male sign).  

5th cusp starlod Mars (Male Planet) deposited in the constellation of Saturn (Neuter gender). 
Saturn posited in Libra (Odd/ Male sign) and Saturn conjoined with Rahu (Female planet). 
Both Saturn and Rahu are posited in Libra (Odd/ Male sign). Now as Mars is in the sub of 
Saturn, Saturn is also posited in Libra (Odd/ Male sign). 

5th cusp sublord Jupiter (Male Planet) is posited in Gemini (Odd/ Male sign), Jupiter 
deposited in the constellation of Rahu (Female planet). Rahu posited in Libra (Odd/ Male 
sign) and Rahu conjoined with Saturn (Neuter gender). Both Rahu and Saturn are posited in 
Libra (Odd/ Male sign). Now as Jupiter is in the sub of Moon, Moon is also posited in Aries 
(Odd/ Male sing). 

5th cusp joint rulers (Signlord, Starlord and Sublord) and their starlord and also sublord of the 
joint rulers do mostly signify/ are in connection with Male planets and Odd/Male signs. So a 
chance of male child birth is promised. 
 
 
As per the method by V.S.N. Murthy, KP E Zine published in May 2008: 
 

Ruling Planets (26-08-2013, 20:52:05 Hrs., Durgapur– 23N29/87E20, W.B.)  
Day Lord (Monday) Mon 
Moon (Aries 19-49-06) Mars - Venus - Rahu 
Ascendant (Aries 06-05-54) Mars - Ketu - Rahu 
Nodes Rahu, Ketu  

 

       
S.N. Name of Post of the In which In which  In which Sign the 

 The Planet Planet Sub the Star the  Star of the Sub of 
    R.P. is  Sub of the  The R.P. is Posited 
      R.P. is   

1 Rahu Lagna Sublo Venus  Moon  Aries Male Sign 
2 Ketu Lagna Starlo Moon  Venus  Virgo Female 
3 Mars Lagna Signlo Saturn  Rahu  Libra Male 
4 Rahu Moon Sublo Venus  Moon  Aries Male 
5 Venus Moon Starlo Mercury Ket  Aries Male 
6 Mars Moon Signlo Saturn  Rahu  Libra Male 
7 Moon Day Lord Rahu  Rahu  Libra Male Sign 

 
From the above given table it is transparently visible that the majority of the Ruling Planets 
indicate only MALE Child, viz. 6 Male and 1 Female out of 7 R.Ps. 
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Present Prashna Dasha: Venus (upto 05-12-2023)  
Dasha lord Venus is in the star of Moon who is posited in (Aries, Male sign) and sub of 
Mercury which is posited in (Leo, Male sign).  

 
Concluding Points: 
 
1) 5th cusp joint rulers (Signlord, Starlord and Sublord) and their starlord and also the 

sublord of the joint rulers are mostly indicating male child birth.  
 
2) 5th cusp sub Lord Jupiter is posited in Gemini (Male sign) in the star of Rahu who is 

posited in Libra (Male sign) and the sub of Moon. Moon is also posited in Aries 
(Odd/Male sign), indicating male child birth.  

 
3) Ruling Planets are mostly indicating male child birth.  
 
4) Dasha lord Venus is indicating male child birth.  
 
My Opinion: Male child birth is indicated. 
 
Actual Outcome: - A MALE Child was born safely to my relative on 04-08-2014 Monday at 
5-30 P.M. at Dhanbad. I have predicted the progeny prospect and the sex of the child well in 
advance with the help of the K.P. Horary Astrology. 
 
I have predicted so many cases like this which gave me good and accurate results by taking 
these method in consideration. This entire credit of accurate prediction by K.P. Horary 
method goes only to our great Guru and master of astrology late Prof. K.S. Krishnamurti the 
inventor of this system and also to my Guru Sri Rabindranath Ghosh who had taught me this 
wonderful padhdhati of accurate prediction through K.P. Horary system. 
 

LONG LIVE KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI. 
 

GOOD LUCK! 
 

Editor’s  Note 

 
We congratulate Sri Rudrapriyo ji for his precise prediction of the event. He 

has upheld the beauty and accuracy of KP astrology for which KP is well 
known in its traditional and unblemished version. All the readers around the 

world will benefit to read his article. 
 

This article truly captures   the   original   KSK’s 
 

Congrats !! for correct predictions 
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